May 10, 2013

**Death Panel Delay**

We’ve been spared Obama’s death panel for one year. Obamacare created the Independent Payment Advisory Board, IPAB, to cut Medicare spending. But the Medicare administration says expected Medicare spending in 2015 “will not exceed the spending target” that would trigger IPAB-generated cuts.

As I’ve previously informed Health Freedom Minute listeners, IPAB has anti-constitutional authority. Whatever these 15 people decide to do, it can be done without Congressional approval. And although IPAB has not been set up yet – no one has been appointed – the Secretary of HHS can act as an IPAB of one. All the more reason why Obamacare must be repealed.

“IPAB triggers won’t be hit this year,” POLITICO Pro Whiteboard, Jennifer Haberkorn, April 30, 2013.
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